Temporal evolution of hepatic anatomy during gestation and growth in the sheep.
In mammals, the liver undergoes a series of spectacular anatomical changes during development, particularly in domestic ruminants. In all domestic mammals, the liver retracts cranially until it reaches its definitive diaphragmatic position; however, in the sheep, it also withdraws from the entire left side of the diaphragm and seems to rotate through 180°. An anatomical study reveals that the hepatic conformation evolves very little during this topographical change. The latter occurs in two phases: an initial phase of marked regression of the left lobe, which starts from the beginning of the foetal period (44th day of gestation), followed by marked regression of the entire liver, which starts between the 90th and 117th days and ends between the 2nd and 3rd month of life. The path of hepatic regression is dictated by the particular layout of the liver's attachments in the sheep. The left triangular ligament, which holds the L lobe to the left in other species, is almost completely absent in the sheep, whilst the right lobe is fixed to the top of the diaphragm. As the liver regresses, the right lobe therefore draws the left lobe with it to the right-hand side. A statistical study shows constant regression of the hepatic surface area during the topographical evolution of the liver, with a particularly marked and sudden reduction between the end of the 4th month and the middle of the 5th month of gestation. It also shows that the regression of the left lobe is consistently greater than that of the right lobe and that the topographical regression of the liver cannot be predicted by measuring the weight of the liver, which behaves independently to the surface area of the liver.